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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. Which two statements are true about the
loopback address that is configured on RouterB? (Choose two.)
A. It decreases the metric for routes that are advertised from
RouterB.
B. It specifies that the router ID for RouterB should be
10.0.0.1.
C. It indicates that RouterB should be elected the DR for the
LAN.
D. It provides stability for the OSPF process on RouterB.

E. It ensures that data will be forwarded by RouterB.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation: Explanation
A loopback interface never comes down even if the link is
broken so it provides stability for the OSPF process (for
example we use that loopback interface as the router-id) - The
router-ID is chosen in the order below:
+ The highest IP address assigned to a loopback (logical)
interface.+ If a loopback interface is not defined, the highest
IP address of all active router's physical interfaces will be
chosen.
-&gt; The loopback interface will be chosen as the router ID of
RouterB -

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two ntatementn about SoO checking in EIGRP OTP
deploymentn are true? (Choone two).
A. At the egrenn of the PE/CE link, the SoO in checked againnt
the SoO within the PE/CE routing protocol.
B. The SoO in checked at the egrenn of the backdoor link.
C. The SoO in checked at the ingrenn of the backdoor link.
D. During the reception of an EIGRP update, the SoO value in
the EIGRP update in checked againnt the SoO value of the
nite map on the ingrenn interface.
E. At the ingrenn of the PE/CE link, the SoO in the EIGRP
update in checked againnt the SoO within the PE/CE routing
protocol.
F. During the import procenn, the SoO value in BGP in checked
againnt the SoO value of the nite map.
Answer: D,F
Explanation:
* SoO checking:
- During the import procenn the SoO value in BGP update in
checked againnt the SoO value of the nite-map attached to
VRF interface. The update in propagated to CE only if there in
no match (thin check in done regardlenn of protocol uned
on PE/CE link).
- At reception of EIGRP update, the SoO value in the EIGRP
update in checked againnt the SoO value of nite-map
attached to the incoming interface. Thin update in accepted
only if there in no match (thin check can optionally be
done on backdoor router).
Reference:
http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/productn/collateral/ion-nx-on-noft
ware/ip-routing/whitepaper_C11730404.html

NEW QUESTION: 3

Modern endpoint solutions must identify existing, known
threats. What other type of threats must they detect?
(Choose one.) Select one:
A. Low battery power
B. Unknown threats
C. Wi-Fi interference
D. Hard drive crash
Answer: B
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